The "Algebraic Constant Modulus Algorithm" (ACMA) is a noniterative block algorithm for blind separation of constant modulus sources. We previously showed that, unlike CMA, it asymptotically converges to the (non-blind) Wiener receiver. In this paper, we present a finite sample statistical performance analysis. This can be used to predict the SINR performance, as well as the deviation from the Wiener receivers. The theoretical performance is illustrated by numerical simulations and shows a good match.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the performance of ACMA ("Analytical Constant Modulus Algorithm"), proposed in [I] . ACMA is a nonrecursive blind source separation algorithm for constant modulus signals. It is a batch algorithm that under noise-free conditions can compute exact separating beamformers for all sources at the same time, using only a small number of samples. Although it has been derived as a deterministic method, it is closely related to JADE and other fourth-order statistics based source separation techniques.
We could recently show that (unlike CMA), ACMA beamformers converge asymptotically in the number of samples to the (non-blind) Wiener receivers [2] . Here, we will extend the analysis by deriving the largejnite sample performance of a block of N samples. For this we need the statistics of the eigenvectors of a fourth order covariance matrix with non-Gaussian sources.
DATAMODEL
We consider a linear data model of the form Xk=ASk+nk,
where xk E Q: is the data vector received by an array of M sen- 
A, S and N are unknown. The objective is to reconstruct S using linear beamfonning, i.e., to find a beamforming matrix W = 
For circularly symmetric variables, the last term vanishes.
FORMULATION OF THE ALGORITHM
In brief outline, ACMA consists of two main steps: a prewhitening operation, and the algorithm proper. Define the data covariance matrix and its sample estimate 
T ,M subject to the constraint d i a g ( p T ) = I.
It was shown in [2] that 9 converges asymptotically in N to a matrix T = Ao, where A. is equal to A except for a scaling-and permutation of its columns. In the non-whitened domain, W = R;'/*T converges asymptotically to w = R;'&, the Wiener receiver (except for the scaling and the permutation).
A performance analysis is now possible, and follows in outline the analysis of the MUSIC and WSF DOA estimators [3], but extended to fourth order statistics of non-Gaussian sources. The following limitations are introduced to keep the derivations tractable.
1. N is sufficiently large, and we neglect terms of order i T * over terms of order N-' . The noise power O* is sufficiently small and we neglect d over o*.
2. We assume that the prewhitening step is based on the true covariance matrix R,. (This is accurate for M = d.) 3. We assume that the exact solution to (4) is computed.
COVARIANCE OF ex
In this and the next sections, we drop for convenience the underscorefrom the notation since all variables are based on whitened data. Our objective in this section is to find a compact approximative expression for the covariance of C,, denoted by Q,. Define
c& = E{ (jtk @Xk)(jtk @Xk)H} -E{?& @Xk}E{& @Xk}H.
Using properties of cumulants, we can show that [2] 
Furthermore, a straightforward derivation shows that cov{R,} = Wc, .
(6)
Thus, C, is the covariance of R,, and e, is a (biased) sample estimate of it. A second interpretation of C, is obtained by defining a "data" sequence gk :=Zk@Xk-E{&@Xk}, k = l , * * . , N ,
and considering its covariance and sample covariance R, := E{gkgt}, R, := ,
It is straightforward to show that
Thus, C, is the covariance of gk, and R, is an unbiased sample estimate of it; in first ord_er approximation it has the same proqerties as the biased estimate C,. Similar to (6). it follows that cov{Rg} = i C g where is a good approximation. This is the same as regarding c and n as Gaussian vectors with independent entries. Making this approximation would lead to particularly simple results in the eigenvector perturbation study and subsequent steps, as we basically can apply the theory in Viberg [3].
EIGENVECTOR PERTURBATION
In this secgon we consider the statistical properties of the eigenvectors of C,, a fourth order sample covariance matrix based on nonGaussian signals. We first give a general derivation and then specialize to the case at hand. The generalization is needed because most existing derivations consider Gaussian sources.
For a covariance matrix R with unbiased sample estimate R based on N samples of a (not necessarily Gaussian) vecjor p:o?e,ss, consider the eigenvalue decompositions R = UAUH, R = UAUH. If we elaborate on the equality 6. SUBSPACE FITTING
Cost function
The next item in the analysis is the subspace fitting problem in (4). We can follow in outline the performance analysis technique described in [3] . Some notational changes are necessary.
In eguation (4), we computed a d x d separating beamforming matrix T (in the whitened domain), with columns constrained to have unit norm. W.l.o.g., we can further constrain the first nonzero entry of each column to be positive real. Let A(0) be a minimal parametrization of such matrices. The true mixing matrix can then be written as A = A(80)B, where B is a diagonal scaling matrix which is unidentifiable by the subspace fitting. We assume that the true parameter vector 8 0 is uniquely identifiable and that A(8) is continuously differentiable around 80. We proved in [2] tha; as N + 00, ? converges to A0 = A(80), and thus we can write T = A(6). In this notation, equation (4) 
.[~~@Un][As@I-I@A,]-'[I~U,]H + ~( A r l ) .
(11)
Essentially the same result appears in [4] , but written as summations and with a more indirect proof.
We now specialize to our situation. We have Significant simplifications are possible if we allow the approximation of C, in (9).
As usual, the p:oblem is separable, and the optimum for M given 
A(8)
is
